In this chapter the concept of bipolar intuitionistic M-fuzzy group and anti M -fuzzy group is a new algebraic structure of a bipolar intuitionistic M -fuzzy subgroup of a M -fuzzy group and anti M -fuzzy group are defined, related Possibility and Necessity operators are investigated. The relation between operation on operators of bipolar intuitionistic M -fuzzy group and bipolar intuitionistic anti M -fuzzy group are established. 3.
Necessity and Possibility operator of bipolar intuitionistic M -Fuzzy group.

Definition: 3.2.1
Let A and B be two bipolar intuitionistic fuzzy sets of universal set E, then the operation is defined by
, min( ( ), ( )), max( ( ), ( )) / ( ) , max( ( ), ( )), min( ( ), ( )) / ( ) , max( ( ), ( )), min( ( ), ( )) / ( ) , min( ( ), ( )), max If A is an bipolar intuitionistic M -fuzzy group of G, then A is an bipolar intuitionistic M -fuzzy group of G.
Proof:
Therefore, ( ) ( ). ..... 
Therefore, ( ) ( ). ..... Therefore, A is an bipolar intuitionistic M -fuzzy group of G.
• Theorem: 3.2.9
If A is an bipolar intuitioistic M -fuzzy group of G, then A  is an bipolar intuitionistic M -fuzzy group of G. 
Proof:
Therefore, is also an bipolar intuitionistic M -fuzzy group of G.
Let implies , and . 
Therefore, ( ) ( ). ..... . 
Therefore, ( ) ( ). .... Proof:
Therefore, ( ) ( ). .... 
Theorem: 3.2.29
If A is an bipolar intuitionistic M -fuzzy group of G, then () AA    is an bipolar intuitionistic M -fuzzy group of G.
Theorem: 3.2.34
If A is an bipolar intuitionistic M -fuzzy group of G, then () AA  is an bipolar intuitionistic M -fuzzy group of G.
Proof: 
Therefore, ( ) ( ). ..... . Proof: If A is an bipolar intuitionistic M -fuzzy group of G, then AA  is an bipolar intuitionistic M-fuzzy group of G.
Therefore, ( ) ( ). ...... 
Therefore, ( ) ( ). ..... If A is an bipolar intuitionistic anti M -fuzzy group of G, then A is an bipolar intuitionistic anti M -fuzzy group of G.
Proof:
Consider, and .
Therefore, ( ) ( ). ...... . If A is an bipolar intuitioistic anti M -fuzzy group of G, then A  is an bipolar intuitionistic anti M -fuzzy group of G.
Therefore ( ) ( ). ..... is also an bipolar intuitionistic anti M -fuzzy group of G.
Let implies , and . .3.2.2) (3.3.13) 
70
Therefore, ( ) ( ). ..... Proof:
Therefore, 
Therefore, ( ) ( ). ..... . If A is an bipolar intuitionistic anti M -fuzzy group of G, then AA  is an bipolar intuitionistic anti M -fuzzy group of G.
